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Offshore merchant accounts are merchant accounts that are set up with financial
institutions that are not based in the United States. Offshore credit card processing is
perfectly legal and acceptable, and enable businesses to accept credit card payments
anywhere in the United States, and often anywhere in the world. Another benefit to
offshore merchant accounts is the fact that you may be able to process multiple
currencies with little to no processing and currency conversion fees. Offshore
merchant accounts are easy to set up and easy to maintain, as there is not as much
worry and suspicion about money laundering, fraud or suspicious transactions.

How can offshore merchant accounts benefit me?

Offshore merchant accounts are a legal, viable solution for a business that is looking
to get past the red tape and paperwork and high costs associated with setting up
standard merchant accounts. Offshore merchant accounts work just like "onshore"
merchant accounts, except that they are based outside of the United States. What
does this mean for you? It means that you can set up a merchant account without as
much hassle and often without having to payout as much money as you might have
to otherwise.

Are offshore merchant accounts legal?

Yes! As stated multiple times throughout the articles found on this paqe, offshore
merchant accounts are indeed a very legal solution fora business to consider. There
is no tax evasion, as in order to evade taxes you would have to evade them while
setting up accounts with the United States based bank or financial institution. Instead,
go offshore with offshore merchant accounts. Experience the same convenience and
quality of service that you would with other merchant accounts, and take advantage of
tax reduction or elimination, lower fees, and often the ability to accept more credit
card payments every month, and not pay as much in fees and charges in order to do
so. Clearly, there is an advantage to choosing an offshore credit card merchant
accour.lt.

How do I apply for offshore merchant accounts?

The process of applying for offshore merchant accounts is the same as the process
for applying for standard "onshore" merchant accounts. The key difference is that you
will need to specify your search so that you are looking for providers of an offshore
merchant account that are not based in the United States. Most offshore credit card
processing providers state this upfront, as it is a key element in their purpose and
profits, but just in case, you may want to check to be sure. Once you have found a
provider of offshore merchant accounts, you will need to fill out an application and
provide some basic documentation on your business, your credit history and yourself
in order for your application to be received and set up for processing.
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Offshore tsanKlnc:): Reasons and Rules

Why should I have an Offshore Bank/Brokerage Account?
Privacy, Asset Protection, and International Investment opportunity. One of
the most important aspects of offshore banking and brokerage is personal or
corporate privacy and banking confidentiality. Funds and other assets are
significantly better protected from creditors, and/or any other form of lien or
confiscation action, in an offshore jurisdiction than in your country of
residence. Keeping assets offshore considerably reduces the likelihood of
litigation from lawyers working on a contingency basis. Furthermore, it is
possible to have much greater access to certain types of international
investments at' a reduced cost.
TOP

Is it Legal to have an Offshore Bank' Account and/or Brokerage
Account?
This depends on the jurisdiction. It has never been illegal for Americans or
Canadians to maintain bank accounts or investment accounts offshore.
Similarly, most countries allow their citizens to own foreign bank accounts.
You should consult a legal expert in your own jurisdiction to find out whether
your resident country allows this, and if so, how you would report it.

Earnings in an offshore account are generally considered tax-free in the
country where the bank or brokerage account is located. Offshore investors,
including U.S. and Canadian residents, are expected to voluntarily report
any income earned offshore. Offshore banks do not cooperate with, or
provide reports to the IRS or Revenue Canada on your income earned from
any form of investment, so it is entirely up to you to comply with the reporting
requirements of your jurisdiction. Questions surrounding offshore banking
legalities usually arise when a U.S. or Canadian citizen fails to report
offshore income to the IRS or Revenue Canada at tax time.

In some cases, there are ways of structuring your affairs using offshore
companies or trusts that can be used for tax reduction or deferral. The laws
in each jurisdiction differ, so you should consult a local tax advisor to find out
how.
TOP
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L;Bi8 __.... B~.IIt"'a'".!!IIIIIl ...·"1I and Structure of Offshore Bank Accounts

How do I utilize offshore funds in my country?
You can wire money directly from your offshore bank account or brokerage
account into your domestic account. The banks will allow you to wire transfer
through an online banking system much like the ones you use with your local
banks.

Offshore bands and brokerages issue Visa/MasterCard debit cards adn
secured credit cards to account holders. These cards may be used to make
purchases from merchants or to withdraw cash from an ATM.

The foreign company (IBC) or trust may purchase real estate, cars,
businesses, etc. Typically, the founder/client acts as an agent of the IBC or
trust to purchase assets on its behalf. By this, assets are held under a
corporate or trust name, thus helping to protect the client's privacy.

The client may borrow funds from the corporation or trust. The IBC or trust is
a seperate legal entity from an individual and may make loans to individuals
or other entities.
TOP

Main Concerns with International U~._II,,,.~__

Are my Deposits Insured?
International banks do not carry insurance on non-resident accounts.
However, most of the banks are regulated by a central bank of the country
they are in, which sets capital ratios and liquidity requirements in line with
International Banking Standards.

For instance, the capital ratios and liquidity requirements of the bank we use
for our clients in Belize are set by the Central Bank of Belize.
TOP

Are there any International Treaties Regulating Depositors from the
U.S. signed with countries you use for your clients' bank accounts?
No. However, it is generally the case that, if the Court of any particular
country decide that any depositors funds are the proceeds of crime, they are
still bound by the laws of their country to release the source of funds.
However again, the Privacy in countries like Belize remains strong for law
abiding clients.
TOP

How long does it take to get an account opened?
Once payment is received, we will send you the bank application along with
detailed instructions on completing the application process. You will then fax
us the complete package of documents so that we can review them for any
errors or missing information. After you make the necessary
changes/additions and send the original documents to the bank, the account
can be opened the same day they receive the documents as long as all of
the bank's requirements are fulfilled.
TOP

Use of Bank Account with Merchant il'''''''__.b'ilb'illIl'''Iib''lll'''

What Bank Account should I use with my Offshore Merchant Account?
An already existing U.S. Bank Account can be used to accept the funds
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How do I know the Belize bank you use is a strong bank?
The bank we use in Belize has been in operation since August 1998 and, as
of December 2001, had total assets of USD 93,000,000. They are the
largest International Bank in Belize and presently control in excess of eighty
percent of the international banking conducted in Belize.
TOP

resulting from the credit card transactions of an international merchant
account. However, we provide Offshore Bank Accounts to which a merchant
can have funds from their credit card transactions sent as well. Our bank
accounts safely secure and hide funds while offering many of the benefits
U.S. bank accounts offer, including online banking & international debit
cards for easy access to funds.
TOP
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with us:'''''''''-/'-''''''!' .-............. of an offshore merchant

For Adult and Gaming
- Set Up
- discount rate: 7%

THERE IS NO NEED for a U.S. Incorporation or U.S. entity. You can operate efficiently through an offshore
company with tax-free profits going direct to an~~~~~~£L~~~

Product # 12
Click here for the online Inerchant application

• We provide both offshore merchant account and webpayment gatevvay facilities I so there are no hidden .... 11<:11 '-1~~.

Our rates cover everything you need to accept payment by credit card online.

• Our offshore banks can process payments for businesses located 'within and outside of the United States.

• Our banks provide International merchant accounts to our clients for Internet based credit card
transactions. Most offshore banks will not permit merchants to process e-comrnerce transactions.

• Our banking partners have among the highest possible ratings from major credit card associations.

• There is no requirement for you to have a US bank account.
• There is no tax to pay on your offshore receipts.
• VVe can also setup an for you ( to integrate with the offshore merchant account.
• Industry lowest transaction fees: discount rate starts at 2.49°/b !! (No Adult or Gaming)

Doing business on the Internet means finding a secure I cost-effective and reliable way to collect payment and process credit card
transactions. Processing these credit card transactions through an offshore bank has distinct advantages. Privacy of information I zero
taxation and protection from currency tluctuations are real considerations.
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Offshore Merchant
Account

a low offshore It''"'IIf''I...,,pra ...... r:lI

A low cost offshore merchant account is an offshore merchant account that is not so highly
priced as other types of offshore merchant accounts. For clarification, an offshore merchant
account is one that is not based in the United States. Offshore merchant accounts are valuable
because they enable you to legally escape the heavy taxes, rules and regulations that plague
and hinder most onshore merchant accounts in the United States. In addition, offshore
merchant accounts and low cost offshore merchant accounts can enable you to do business
around the world, and accept multiple currencies.

cost offshore merchant account sou too to true!

Once upon a time a low cost offshore merchant account was too good to be true! But things
have changed. More and more banks and financial institutions around the world are seeing the
advantages to offering banking and merchant solutions for companies in other countries,
including the United States, and are more often eager to offer solutions and merchant accounts.
As more companies use offshore merchant accounts, the more profits the merchant account
providers are benefiting from. Thus, many of these offshore merchant account providers are
able to offer companies the opportunity to have a low cost offshore merchant account.

Internet Casino
Offshore Merchant

Account

What should I .,....... ,........... about a low offshore merchant account?

Most importantly, you should know that there are guidelines and restrictions associated with all
merchant accounts, both onshore and offshore. Thus, it is very safe to assume that there will be
guidelines and restrictions associated with a low cost offshore merchant account as well. While
a low cost offshore merchant account offers you many advantages - lower costs, little or no
taxes, the ability to accept multiple currencies, etc. - make sure that your business adheres to
the qualifications required for a low cost offshore merchant account. To find out what these
qualifications are, check with the provider of the low cost offshore merchant account you are
interested in applying for. They will be more than happy to supply you with whatever information
you may need.

How do I apply for a low offshore merchant account?

You apply for a low cost offshore merchant account in the same way you would apply for other
types of merchant accounts, whether they be onshore or offshore. Check with your bank or
financial institution to see if they can offer you a low cost offshore merchant account. If they
can't, or simply don't have a low cost offshore merchant account to offer you, take your search
online. More and more companies realize the value of offering services on the internet, so you
may be able to apply for a low cost offshore merchant account online.

To order, call us toll free: 877-503-1973
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A secure, cost effective, and reliable method of payment collection through

offshore credit card processing can have a huge impact on the way you do

business online. It can help you keep all information private, enjoy zero taxation,

and provide protection from currency fluctuations, which in the current economy is

a major concern for many Americans.

Get Offshore Credit Card Processing
Tax Benefits, Currency Advantages

Enjoy

Online merchant credit card payment processing enables you to effectively accept

payments for the products and services you offer on your website. You can accept

payments in multiple currencies. These services can process various types of credit

cards including the "Big Four:" Visa, MasterCard, American Express, and Discover.

The order and payments processing procedure gets streamlined with a credit card

payment merchant account. Your customers can make easy and quick purchases

online through a secure server. Your card processing system is directly linked to

your offshore merchant account. The tax benefits to such an arrangement are

obvious.

Your business can remain up 24/7 if you want. The transactions are authorized

within a few seconds. Automated receipts are sent to you and your customers,

instantly. The credit reserve is as low as 10%. Most of the offshore credit card

processing services involve no hidden costs, but this does not mean you should not

be watchful for one that does.

Your credit card payment processing service can reduce your charge back with

active customer fraud screening and address verification systems. The transaction

processing rates range from 5% and upwards depending on the type and volume

of your business.

Add to that a small 0.75% transaction fee and 10% rolling reserve. However, with

http://taxeasy.com/article.cfin/id/3493 58
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most of the offshore credit card processing accounts, you do not have to pay

gateway fees. There is no card processing dollar limit.

The merchant account provides comprehensive online credit card payment

processing, rapid order processing, online merchant center, plus fraud and risk

management. It also provides a turnkey payment solution. Such an account

provides instantaneous online credit card processing and helps in maximizing sales

opportunities and customer satisfaction.

With the dollar sliding farther against the Euro and British Pound seemingly every

day, offshore credit card processing can be an invaluable tool to protect your

business against inflation. Remember to always thoroughly research any firm you

choose to be your offshore merchant account provider, for your own safety and

your customers'. Source: Creditcardprocessinc dot com

Get information on online merchant credit card processing. Get our free credit card

processing tutorial and read reviews of merchant account providers such as

Paymentech, Nova, Echo and more at Creditcardprocessinc dot com
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back tax liabilities.
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